LOGISTICS CLUSTER GLOBAL MEETING
6 AND 7 NOVEMBER 2018, ROME
FEEDBACK SURVEY RESULTS

40 SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Survey Respondents
- International NGOs: 50%
- Governments: 18%
- National NGOs: 10%
- International Organisations: 8%
- Not-for-profit: 8%
- Corporate Social Responsibility Representative: 3%

Facts
- Number of meeting attendees: 62
- Number of organisations represented: 42

CONTENT

Best rated content
- Partner Perspective on Madagascar Preparedness Activities
- Operational Update Panel Discussions
- Keynote Speech - "Reverse Logistics" by Dr Gyorgi Kovacs

Rating the organisation of the event
- Excellent: 73%
- Satisfactory: 27%

Reasons for attending
- To advocate for logistics issues with the wider Logistics Cluster community: 45%
- Network / Make new connections: 80%
- Exchange ideas: 80%
- Influence the strategy and future of the Logistics Cluster: 52%
- To provide high level feedback on issues and topics related to the Logistics Cluster: 52%
“A group of honest, dedicated people. A real pleasure seeing such a team.”

“The operational update panel discussions were really interesting.”

“Having an external speaker for preparedness from the authority side was really instructive and relevant.”

“Would have loved to have more time on the green aspect and reverse logistics.”

“Participation was very well drawn out by the moderator.”

“Too few days but discussion was good.”

“More NGO participation in the Global Meeting.”

“Good topic on environment and given good practical slant.”

IDEAS FOR THE NEXT MEETING

Continue on the issue of reverse logistics and preparedness

Innovation

CivMil Coordination

Engaging with local partners

Resource sharing between organisations

Further information on Logistics Cluster training

The effect of cash-based interventions on logistics activities on the ground